Annual Postgraduate Course
in Drug Development and Regulation

The thirteenth annual Postgraduate Course in Clinical Pharmacology, Drug Development, and Regulation, directed by Dr Louis Lasagna of Tufts University and Dr Michael Weintraub of the University of Rochester, will be held in Rochester, New York, October 28 through November 1, 1985.

Tuition and registration – $950

Inquiries should be directed to: Kristine Niven, Center for the Study of Drug Development, Tufts University, 136 Harrison Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02111. Phone: (617) 956-0070.

Lecture Notes on Clinical Pharmacology

J.L. Reid DM, FRCP; P.C. Rubin DM, MRCP and B. Whiting MD, FRCP

This popular member of the Lecture Notes series presents important principles of clinical pharmacology for undergraduate and postgraduate medical students by emphasizing current therapeutic practice. Important contemporary areas such as drug level monitoring, drugs in pregnancy and drugs in the elderly are discussed in the introductory chapters, and the rapidly growing sub-specialities such as oncology and anti-arrhythmic therapy are also covered.

Contents: Principles of drug absorption, distribution and elimination; Influence of disease on drug action and disposition; Clinical pharmacology at the extremes of age; Drugs in pregnancy; Clinical pharmacokinetics; Cardiovascular pharmacology; Antimicrobial therapy; Drugs influencing airflow obstruction; Anti-inflammatory drugs; Pharmacological suppression of cell growth; Steroids; Pharmacology of the reproductive system; Gastrointestinal disorders; Drugs and the blood forming tissues; Anaesthesia and the relief of severe pain; Neuropharmacology; Drugs and the endocrine system; Self poisoning; Use and misuse of commonly used drugs; The evolution of a new drug; Adverse drug reactions and post-marketing surveillance; Drugs and the law; Compliance with drug therapy; Therapeutic decision making.

376 pages, 10 illustrations.
Paper, about £9.00
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Blackwell Scientific Publications

Osney Mead, Oxford OX2 0EL, England
Pharmacology & Therapeutics presents lucid, critical and authoritative reviews of currently important topics in pharmacology including chemotherapy, toxicology, metabolic inhibitors, clinical pharmacology and therapeutics, and general and systematic pharmacology. The articles are normally specially commissioned, although uninvited review papers are occasionally published. When all the manuscripts covering a certain topic have been published, they are reappraised and, if necessary, updated, and then published as a definitive hard bound volume of the International Encyclopedia of Pharmacology & Therapeutics. This policy ensures that each article is published immediately.

Subscription Information
Published in 12 issues per annum (Volumes 28-31)
Annual subscription (1985) US$800.00
Two-year rate (1985/86) US$1520.00

FREE SPECIMEN COPIES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

Advertising rate card available on request:
Back issues and current subscriptions are also available in microform.
Prices are subject to change without notice. Journal prices include postage and insurance. Sterling prices are available to UK and Eire customers on request.

Pergamon Press
Headington Hill Hall, Oxford OX3 0BW, UK
Fairview Park, Elmsford, New York 10523, USA
Neuropharmacology publishes original research papers concerned with the actions of drugs and other biologically active substances on the central and peripheral nervous systems in animals and man. Its principal aim is to further the understanding of the mechanisms of drug action on the nervous system and to facilitate communication between the different scientific disciplines, and between basic science and clinical investigation. The journal encourages articles on molecular pharmacology, electrophysiological pharmacology, cytochemical neuropharmacology, and behavioural pharmacology or psychopharmacology.

Subscription Information
Published monthly (Volume 24)
Annual subscription (1985) US$330.00
Two-year rate (1985/86) US$627.00

A selection of papers
Acupuncture mechanisms in rabbits studied with microinjection of antibodies against f-endorphin, enkephalin and substance P, Ji-SHENG HAN et al.
Comparison of the antinociceptive effects of intracerebroventricular injection of kyotorphin, cyclo(-N-methyl-Tyr-Arg) and Met-enkephalin in mice, T SAKURADA et al.
Comparison of the influence of the opiate delta receptor antagonist, ICI 154,129, and naloxone on social interaction and behaviour in an open field, D BENTON et al.
Effects of apomorphine, TL-99 and 3-PPP on yawning in rats, E MOGILNICKA et al.
The pharmacology of the piperidine dicarboxylates on the crustacean neuromuscular junction, A E McBAIN et al.
Evidence for two distinct sympathoinhibitory bulbo-spinal systems, P J BERNTHAL & M C KOSS.
The inhibitory action of PGF2 on release of [3H]noradrenaline enhanced by a2-adrenoceptor blockade, sodium-pump inhibition and 4-aminopyridine in the main pulmonary artery of the rabbit, T L TÖRÖK et al.
The effect of propranolol and other antihypertensive drugs on preganglionic sympathetic activity in the cat, A G RAMAGE.
Hypothermic and antipyretic effects of ACTH(1-24) and α-melanotropin in guineapigs, S B KANDASAMY & B A WILLIAMS.
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Clinical and Experimental Pharmacology & Physiology

Executive Editors
M.J. Rand, A.E. Doyle, J.P. Coghlan and J.P. Chalmers

This journal provides a medium for the rapid publication of original research papers and short communications on the results of clinical and experimental work in pharmacology and physiology, and includes critical comments, together with replies by the original authors of papers which appeared in earlier issues. The journal aims to make a substantial contribution to effective and productive communication between scientists throughout the world who are working in these interrelated disciplines.

Clinical and Experimental Pharmacology and Physiology has been adopted as their official publication by the Australian Society for Medical Research, the Australasian Society of Clinical and Experimental Pharmacologists, and The High Blood Pressure Research Council of Australia.

Manuscripts for publication should be sent to the Editor-in-Chief, Professor M.J. Rand, Department of Pharmacology, University of Melbourne, Parkville 3052, Victoria, Australia.

Subscription Information
Clinical and Experimental Pharmacology and Physiology is published bi-monthly.
Subscription rates for 1985 are £99.00 (UK), £114.00 (overseas), US$220.00 (USA & Canada), A$151.00 (Australasia) post free.
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